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Androgenetic alopecia (AGA), also known as common baldness, is characterized by a marked decrease in hair 
follicle size, which could be related to the loss of hair follicle stem or progenitor cells. To test this hypothesis, 
we analyzed bald and non-bald scalp from AGA individuals for the presence of hair follicle stem and progeni-
tor cells. Cells expressing cytokeratin15 (KRT15), CD200, CD34, and integrin, α6 (ITGA6) were quantitated 
via flow cytometry. High levels of KRT15 expression correlated with stem cell properties of small cell size and 
quiescence. These KRT15hi stem cells were maintained in bald scalp samples. However, CD200hiITGA6hi and 
CD34hi cell populations — which both possessed a progenitor phenotype, in that they localized closely to the 
stem cell–rich bulge area but were larger and more proliferative than the KRT15hi stem cells — were markedly 
diminished. In functional assays, analogous CD200hiItga6hi cells from murine hair follicles were multipotent 
and generated new hair follicles in skin reconstitution assays. These findings support the notion that a defect 
in conversion of hair follicle stem cells to progenitor cells plays a role in the pathogenesis of AGA.

Introduction
Adult somatic stem cells act as the ultimate source of cells for self-
renewing epithelia during homeostasis and wound healing. In the 
skin, a portion of the hair follicle known as the bulge contains a 
reservoir of small quiescent stem cells that divide during the onset 
of each new hair growth cycle or in response to wounding (1–4). 
Here, we address whether bald scalp in androgenetic alopecia 
(AGA; also referred to as male pattern baldness) lacks hair follicle 
stem or progenitor cells.

In AGA, large terminal follicles diminish in size with time, and 
the resulting miniaturized follicle eventually produces a micro-
scopic hair. Miniaturization of the follicle takes place as the hair 
follicle cycles. All follicles continuously cycle from a growing stage 
(anagen), to an involutional stage (catagen), and then to a resting 
stage (telogen), before again entering anagen (5). In AGA, the new 
lower hair follicle that forms at anagen onset is smaller than its 
predecessor. Testosterone is necessary for miniaturization, and  
5-α-reductase type II inhibitors, which block conversion of testos-
terone to its more active form, dihydrotestosterone, delay progres-
sion of AGA (6). Little else is understood about the cause of AGA.

Stem cells responsible for hair follicle cycling reside in the 
hair follicle bulge of both mouse and human skin (7, 8). Bulge 
cells generate all the epithelial lineages within the follicle (9), 
and their selective destruction leads to loss of the follicle (2). 
Isolated murine bulge cells, when combined with neonatal 
dermal cells in a skin reconstitution assay, re-form the entire 

cutaneous epithelium, including hair follicle, epidermis, and 
sebaceous gland (9, 10). Bulge cells give rise to a progenitor 
population called the secondary germ cells, which reside adja-
cent to the bulge during telogen and produce the new hair shaft 
at anagen onset. A new secondary germ regenerates from the 
bulge with each new hair cycle (1, 11).

Human hair follicle bulge cells possess stem cell characteristics 
similar to those of mouse bulge cells. Proliferation studies on 
mouse skin and on human scalp grafted to immunodeficient mice 
localize quiescent cells to the bulge (3, 12). Gene expression pro-
files from isolated mouse bulge cells and microdissected human 
bulge cells share similar patterns (4, 9, 13). However, to our knowl-
edge no human hair follicle cells have been reported to form hair 
follicles in reconstitution assays, likely because of limitations of 
the xenograft system. In vitro proliferation assays indicate that 
basal bulge cells possess a high proliferative potential consistent 
with a stem cell phenotype (13, 14).

Global gene expression studies of isolated bulge cells from both 
mice and humans indicate preferential expression of the interme-
diate filament protein KRT15 and the cell surface marker CD200 
(9, 13). CD34 expression marks hair follicle bulge cells in mouse, 
but not human, epithelium (7, 15). In humans, CD34 expression 
is confined to cells immediately below the bulge in the outer root 
sheath of the anagen hair follicle (7, 14, 16). These cells undergo 
apoptosis at the end of anagen, but cells from here form high 
numbers of colonies in in vitro assays and are considered to be a 
progenitor population derived from the bulge (14, 17). Thus, the 
use of these markers allows for assessment of stem and progenitor 
cell populations in human scalp.
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Here we analyzed KRT15, CD200, and CD34 expression with 
flow cytometry to assess the stem and progenitor cell compart-
ments in bald and haired (i.e., non-bald) scalp from individuals 
with AGA. Surprisingly, we found that the stem cell population was 
maintained in bald scalp. However, CD200hiITGA6hi and CD34hi 
cells were greatly diminished. These lost cells likely represent early 
progeny of stem cells, based on their position in the follicle, stem 
cell marker expression levels, cell size, and cell cycle state. Function-
ally, an analogous murine CD200hiItga6hi population was capable 
of regenerating an entire hair follicle, consistent with a progenitor 
cell phenotype. These results suggest that loss of progenitor cells, 
but not stem cells, contributes to human male pattern baldness.

Results
KRT15 expression levels correlate with epithelial stem cell characteristics of 
small cell size and cell cycle quiescence. To evaluate changes in hair fol-
licle stem cell numbers in human scalp, we used KRT15 expression 
as a stem cell marker. We focused on cells in the top 5% of KRT15 
expression (KRT15hi) by flow cytometry, since KRT15 is expressed 
at the highest levels in bulge cells (3, 14). To further verify that 
KRT15hi cells possess epithelial stem cell properties, we analyzed 
the relationship of KRT15 expression to the known stem cell char-
acteristics of quiescence and cell size (12, 17).

Small cell size has been associated with stem cells in multiple tis-
sues (17–19). In epithelia, early studies indicated that small human 
epidermal keratinocytes were clonogenic and had the greatest pro-
liferative potential (17). More recent analysis confirmed that cells 
isolated from the bulge are small in size and are highly proliferative 
in vitro, consistent with their role as stem cells (14). Small corneal 
epithelial cells also exhibit the highest proliferative potential (19). 
Finally, cell size may regulate cell cycle progression, since large cell 
size triggers proliferation (20).

Quiescence remains a defining characteristic of epithelial stem 
cells in the skin and other tissues (11, 21, 22). Functional assays 
demonstrate that quiescent epidermal cells possess the greatest 
proliferative potential (9, 10). Label-retaining cell (4, 7), lineage (9), 
and cell ablation studies (2) confirm that quiescent keratinocytes 
in the bulge are responsible for constant regeneration of the hair 
follicle. Human basal bulge cells also retain label and have a quies-
cent proliferative profile (3, 23).

To assess the relationship between KRT15 expression and the 
stem cell properties of quiescence and small cell size, we mea-
sured the cell size and cell cycle characteristics of KRT15-express-
ing keratinocytes from human adult scalp. We analyzed viable 
keratinocytes for expression of ITGA6, KRT15, and Ki67 by flow 
cytometry. The gating strategy is listed in Supplemental Figure 1,  
A–G (supplemental material available online with this article; 
doi:10.1172/JCI44478DS1). Cells of increasing percentile of stain-
ing for KRT15 were measured to detect cell size by forward scat-
ter (Figure 1A). Cells at the 50th percentile and higher of KRT15 
staining were significantly smaller than cells at the 20th percentile 
(n = 5, P = 0.002 to P = 1.58 × 10–5). KRT15 expression positively 
correlated with small cell size: cells expressing the highest levels of 
KRT15 were smallest (Figure 1A).

To determine cell cycle attributes of cells expressing different 
levels of KRT15, we used flow cytometry to analyze Ki67 expres-
sion and DNA content (Figure 1, B–D, and Supplemental Figure 1, 
H–J). We compared cells at increasing percentiles of KRT15 stain-
ing with those at the 20th percentile. The percentage of cells in G0 
significantly increased at the 40th and higher percentiles of KRT15 
staining (Figure 1B; n = 5, P = 0.05 to P = 3.85 × 10–5). The percent-
age of proliferative, Ki67+ cells was lowest for cells at the 95th per-
centile of KRT15 expression: 82% ± 3% of these cells were in G0, with 
12% ± 3% in G1, 5% ± 2% in G2/M, and 0.3% ± 0.1% in S (Figure 1,  

Figure 1
KRT15 expression levels define a 
gradient of stem cell characteristics in 
isolated scalp keratinocytes. (A) Using 
flow cytometry analysis, basal layer 
(ITGA6+) cells at the indicated percen-
tiles of KRT15 staining intensity were 
plotted against their cell size. Increas-
ing levels of KRT15 correlated with 
smaller cell size (n = 5, P = 0.002 to  
P = 1.58 × 10–5). (B–D) Cell cycle anal-
yses of cells expressing different levels 
of KRT15. Increasing levels of KRT15 
correlated with quiescence. Cells at the 
95th percentile for KRT15 expression 
were predominantly in G0 (B; n = 5,  
P = 3.85 × 10–5), whereas cells at the 
10th percentile were predominantly in 
G1 (C; n = 5, P = 3.1 × 10–5) and S (D;  
n = 5, P = 0.0003). *P < 0.05.
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B–D). Coincident with the increase in the percentage of cells in 
G0, there was a decrease in cells in G1, which indicated that most 
cells not in G0 were instead in G1. The percentage of cells in G1 was 
significantly decreased at the higher percentiles (Figure 1C; n = 5, 
P = 0.05 to P = 3.1 × 10–5). Similarly, cells expressing high levels of 
KRT15 were less likely to be in S phase (Figure 1D; n = 5, P = 0.04 to 
P = 0.0003). G2/M changes were more variable according to KRT15 
levels, as has been published previously (9), but were significantly 
decreased at the 80th and 90th percentiles (Supplemental Figure 
1K; n = 5, P = 0.04 and P = 0.05). Thus, high levels of KRT15 expres-
sion correlate well with a quiescent stem cell phenotype.

Bald scalp retains KRT15hi stem cells. Having verified that cells 
with the highest level of KRT15 expression possess properties 
of epithelial stem cells, we next addressed whether hair follicle 
stem cell numbers decrease in bald versus haired scalp from men 
with AGA. We isolated single-cell suspensions of epithelial cells 
from bald and haired scalp from the same individuals. These 
cells were stained with antibodies against ITGA6 and KRT15 
and then analyzed by flow cytometry (Figure 2). We defined 
KRT15hi cells as those in the top 5% of staining in haired scalp. 
In each paired sample from the same individual, an identical 
gate defining the top 5% of cells in haired scalp was applied to 
the cells from bald scalp. The flow cytometry was performed on 
the same day with identical instrument settings (see Methods 
for details). On average, the percentage of KRT15hi cells was the 

same in bald and haired scalp (Figure 2, A–C; 4.6% ± 0.9% vs. 
5.0% ± 0.02%, P = 0.3, n = 8).

Immunohistochemical staining for KRT15 also showed many 
strongly positive cells in miniaturized follicles from scalp with andro-
genetic alopecia (Supplemental Figure 2, A and B), which supported 
the notion that hair follicle stem cells are maintained in bald scalp.

Progenitor cell populations distinct from KRT15hi stem cells are depleted 
in bald scalp. Recently, CD200 expression was identified in human 
bulge cells in haired scalp from women (13, 14). In these studies, 
the CD200+ population overlapped substantially with the K15+ 
population. To define changes in CD200+ cells in men with AGA, 
we analyzed CD200 expression together with expression of the 
epithelial basal cell marker ITGA6 by flow cytometry in matched 
bald and haired scalp. We excluded CD45+ hematopoietic cells and 
CD117+ melanocytes from the starting population and confirmed 
that the CD200+ cells were negative for these nonepithelial mark-
ers (Supplemental Figure 1, L and M).

Surprisingly, we found that a well-demarcated population of 
cells expressing high levels of both CD200 and ITGA6 was marked-
ly decreased in haired versus bald scalp (Figure 2, D–F; 2.3% ± 0.7%  
vs. 0.28% ± 0.1%, P = 0.005, n = 9). This population represented 
10.0% ± 0.1% (n = 9) of the entire CD200+ population; to our 
knowledge, it has not been studied previously.

To better characterize CD200hiITGA6hi cells with respect to their 
stem cell properties, we determined their level of KRT15 expres-

Figure 2
Preservation of KRT15hi hair follicle stem cells 
in bald scalp, but depletion of CD200hiITGA6hi 
and CD34hi progenitor cells. Pseudocolor dot 
plots (A, B, D, E, G, and H) or overlay graphs 
(C, F, and I) from FACS analysis of epithe-
lial cells stained with the indicated antibod-
ies. Overlay graphs are plotted first with cells 
from haired scalp, then layered over with cells 
from bald scalp. (A–C) Representative exam-
ple showing KRT15hi cells preserved in bald 
scalp (n = 8, P = 0.3). In contrast, a defined 
population of CD200hiITGA6hi cells (D–F;  
n = 9, P = 0.005) and CD34hi cells (G–I;  
n = 3, P = 0.011) were depleted in bald scalp. 
Numerical values represent percent cells in 
the gated population, of all cells plotted in the 
representative experiments.
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sion, cell size, and degree of quiescence. We compared cells gated 
as CD200hiITGA6hi (Figure 2D), as well as cells gated as KRT15hi 

ITGA6hi (Figure 2A), with an otherwise ungated population of 
all ITGA6hi cells (Supplemental Figure 1E). CD200hiITGA6hi cells 
expressed lower levels of KRT15 compared with KRT15hi cells  
(n = 3, P = 0.036), and higher levels of KRT15 (n = 3, P = 0.046) 
compared with ITGA6hi cells (Figure 3A). In line with this, we 
found almost no CD200 expression among the KRT15hi cells (Fig-
ure 3D; n = 3, P = 0.008), which indicates that these populations 
are distinct. Given the intermediate expression of KRT15 in the 
CD200hiITGA6hi cells, the gradient of stem cell characteristics 
(Figure 1) predicts that these cells would be intermediate in cell 
size and cell cycle; indeed, this was the case (Figure 3, B and C). 
CD200hiITGA6hi cells were 75% ± 2% as large as all ITGA6+ cells 
(Figure 3B; n = 6, P = 3 × 10–5), but were significantly larger than 
the KRT15hi cells (n = 6, P = 0.007). Thus, CD200hiITGA6hi cells 
were of intermediate size compared with the KRT15hi cells.

To determine the level of quiescence of the CD200hiITGA6hi cells, 
we performed cell cycle analysis. The CD200hiITGA6hi population 
showed 69% ± 5% of cells in G0 (Figure 3C; n = 2), significantly 
higher than all basal cells (21% ± 1.9%, P = 0.02), but lower than 
the percentage of KRT15hi cells in G0 (98% ± 0.6%, P = 0.05). Thus, 
CD200hiITGA6hi cells were of intermediate size and quiescence 
compared with KRT15hi cells.

To assess whether other progenitor cell populations were deplet-
ed in bald scalp, we quantitated the number of CD34+ cells, which 
juxtapose the bulge and localize below it in the outer root sheath. 

We found that CD34+ cells were diminished roughly 10-fold in 
bald versus haired scalp (Figure 2, G–I; 1.9% ± 1% vs. 10.5% ± 0.3%, 
P = 0.01, n = 3). CD34+ cells expressed low levels of KRT15 and 
were larger than the KRT15hi stem cells (Figure 3, E and F). These 
findings are consistent with a role for these cells as progenitors 
descendent from the bulge cells (14).

Human CD200hiITGA6hi cells localize to the hair follicle bulge and to 
the secondary germ. To better localize the CD200hiITGA6hi cells that 
were depleted in bald scalp, we isolated these cells from haired 
scalp and analyzed them for expression of markers from different 
compartments of the hair follicle (Figure 4). In addition to KRT15, 
we used follistatin (FST) as a bulge cell marker (13). The majority 
of CD200hiITGA6hi cells were positive for both KRT15 and FST 
(Figure 4, B and C). However, approximately 15% were negative, 
which indicates that this portion resides outside of the bulge.

To further define the location of the CD200hiITGA6hi cells that 
did not localize to the bulge, we used the Ber-EP4 antibody, which 
detects epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EPCAM), to stain for sec-
ondary germ cells (Figure 4, D–F, Supplemental Figure 3, A and B, 
and ref. 24). Of the CD200hiITGA6hi cells, 16% were positive for Ber-
EP4 (Figure 4F), indicative of their localization to the secondary 
germ. By immunohistochemistry, we detected CD200 expression 
in the bulge region and in secondary germ cells in telogen human 
hair follicles from haired scalp (Figure 4E and Supplemental Figure 
4, D and E). In agreement with our fluorescence-activated cell sort-
ing (FACS) analysis, we found a qualitative decrease in staining for 
CD200+ cells in bald scalp (Supplemental Figure 2, C and D).

Figure 3
CD200hiITGA6hi and CD34hi cells are distinct from KRT15hi stem cells and possess a progenitor cell phenotype. (A–C) CD200hiITGA6hi cells 
were intermediate in KRT15 levels (A; n = 3), cell size (B; n = 6), and percent of cells in G0 (C; n = 2) compared with all basal-layer keratino-
cytes and with KRT15hi cells. (D) As an indication of their distinct identities, the majority of KRT15hi cells expressed almost no CD200 (n = 3).  
(E and F) CD34hi cells expressed low levels of KRT15 (E; n = 4) and were larger than KRT15hi cells (F; n = 4). FSC, forward scatter.
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To further investigate the relationship of CD200hiITGA6hi cells to 
the secondary germ cells, we evaluated expression of LGR5 by quanti-
tative PCR (qPCR). LGR5 recently has been touted as a marker of hair 
follicle progenitor cells in the lower bulge and secondary germ (11, 
25). We found LGR5 mRNA elevated 1,443-fold in CD200hiITGA6hi 
versus CD200–ITGA6hi cells (Figure 4G; n = 3, P < 0.01).

As another test of the hypothesis that loss of the CD200hiITGA6hi 
population in AGA represents a loss of activated bulge cells, but 
not quiescent bulge cells, we compared changes in LGR5 and 
KRT15 mRNA levels in haired and bald scalp using qPCR (Figure 
4H). Loss of epithelial cells expressing LGR5 and KRT15 in bald 
scalp would result in a haired/bald ratio of gene expression greater 
than 1. The haired/bald ratio of KRT15 mRNA was 0.58 ± 0.14, 
indicating at least proportional, if not absolute, maintenance of 
signal in miniaturized hair follicles (Supplemental Figure 5). How-
ever, the ratio of haired to bald scalp mRNA for LGR5 was signifi-
cantly elevated at 3.3 ± 0.87 (Figure 4H; n = 4, P < 0.01), indicative 
of a loss of LGR5 mRNA in bald scalp. The enrichment of LGR5 
in the CD200hiITGA6hi population and the loss of LGR5 in bald 
scalp underscores that the decrease of CD200hiITGA6hi cells in 
bald scalp is not simply due to downregulation of CD200 expres-
sion, but rather to loss of these cells.

Mouse CD200hiItga6hi cells localize to the hair follicle bulge and second-
ary germ. To enable functional studies of the CD200hiITGA6hi cells, 

we sought to define an analogous cell population in the mouse 
hair follicle. In mice, CD200hiItga6hi cells accounted for approxi-
mately 8% of the total viable epithelial cell population from back 
skin (Figure 5C and Supplemental Figure 6). To localize these cells, 
we took advantage of the known specific expression of CD34 by 
hair follicle bulge cells in the mouse epithelium (15) and compared 
CD34 and CD200 staining patterns. Immunostaining demon-
strated overlap of their expression in the bulge, but extension of 
CD200 staining into the CD34– secondary germ (Figure 5, A and B,  
and Supplemental Figure 3C). By FACS analysis, approximately 
82% of the CD200hiItga6hi cells were CD34+ and therefore local-
ized to the bulge (Figure 5F). Together with the immunostaining 
data, these results indicate that roughly 18% of CD200hiItga6hi 
cells localized to the secondary germ. This corresponds closely to 
the 15% of human CD200hiITGA6hi cells that localized to the sec-
ondary germ based on their Ber-EP4hi status (Figure 4F). Thus, the 
mouse and human CD200hiITGA6hi populations localize to both 
bulge and secondary germ in equivalent ratios.

To further compare the human CD200hiITGA6hi population with 
mouse CD200hiItga6hi cells, we performed cell cycle analysis of the 
mouse as we did on human CD200hiITGA6hi cells (Figure 3). Specifi-
cally, we compared cell cycle features in mouse bulge (CD200+CD34+) 
and secondary hair germ (CD200+CD34–) cells (Figure 5G) with the 
human CD200hiITGA6hi population (Figure 3).

Figure 4
CD200hiITGA6hi cells localize to 
the hair follicle bulge and to the 
secondary germ. (A) Gated pop-
ulation of CD200hiITGA6hi used 
for analysis in B, C, F, and G. (B 
and C) The majority of CD200+ 
cells were positive for the bulge 
markers KRT15 (B) and FST 
(C). (D–F) Ber-EP4 expression 
marked the secondary germ (D), 
and CD200 expression over-
lapped with Ber-Ep4 by double 
immunofluorescence (E) and 
flow cytometry (F). (E) Higher 
numbers of CD200+ cells were 
present in the upper (left) than 
in the lower (right) secondary 
hair germ. (G) As assessed by 
qPCR, sorted CD200hiITGA6hi 
cells were enriched in LGR5, a 
marker for activated bulge/sec-
ondary hair germ cells (n = 3). 
(H) Consistent with this enrich-
ment, LGR5 expression was 
markedly reduced in bald scalp, 
whereas KRT15 was main-
tained, when tested by qPCR 
(n = 4). *P < 0.01. Scale bars: 
100 μm. Numbers within dot 
plots indicate percent cells in the 
respective gate or quadrant.
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Consistent with previous studies demonstrating quiescence of 
the bulge cells (4, 9, 15), the proportion of bulge cells in S phase 
(0.84% ± 0.1%) was significantly lower than in all cells (Figure 
5G; 1.44% ± 0.004%, n = 3, P = 0.02). The mouse bulge did show 
increased numbers of cells in G2/M (all cells 1.46% ± 0.5%, bulge 
cells 2.84% ± 0.5%, P = 0.02), as described previously (9). The  
4.44% ± 1.5% of secondary germ cells (CD34–) in G2/M was higher 
than that of the bulge (26). The cells demonstrating the highest 
percentage of G2/M were CD200hiItga6hi in the secondary hair 
germ (Figure 5G; 6.07% ± 0.3%, n = 3, P = 0.01).

In an inverse pattern, the percentage of cells in G1/G0 was decreased 
in cells with elevated levels of G2/M. Therefore, CD200hiItga6hi cells 
of the secondary hair germ showed significantly lower levels of cells 
in G1/G0 (89.5% ± 0.4%, n = 3) than did bulge cells (95.7% ± 0.2%,  
n = 3, P = 0.02). In summary, the decreased proportion of cells in  

G1/G0 in the mouse CD200hiItga6hiCD34– population compared 
with CD34+ bulge cells was similar to our cell cycle analysis demon-
strating decreased G0 levels in human CD200hiITGA6hi cells com-
pared with KRT15hi bulge cells (Figure 3). We conclude that both 
mouse and human CD200hiITGA6hi cells show evidence of cell cycle 
activation compared with cells of the bulge.

To further compare the mouse and human CD200hiITGA6hi 
cells, we analyzed their global gene expression patterns using 
microarrays. Given that mouse CD200hiItga6hi cells were composed 
of both bulge and secondary hair germ cells (Figure 5, E and F), 
we compared the expression of human CD200hiITGA6hi cells with 
those of mouse bulge and mouse secondary hair germ in a cross-
species comparison. Gene lists of enriched genes for each popula-
tion were created (see Methods) and compared for overlap (Figure 
5H). Although mouse bulge and mouse secondary hair germ gene 

Figure 5
Mouse CD200hiItga6hi cell location, cell 
cycle status, and gene expression are simi-
lar to those of human CD200hiITGA6hi cells. 
(A and B) As assessed by immunohistol-
ogy of mouse skin, CD200 was expressed 
in bulge and secondary hair germ cells (A), 
whereas CD34 was expressed in bulge 
cells, but not secondary hair germ cells (B). 
(C) FACS identified a CD200hiItga6hi popu-
lation. (D) CD200 versus CD34 identified 
bulge cells (CD200hiCD34+) and second-
ary hair germ cells (CD200hiCD34–). (E) 
CD34hiItga6hi cells (Supplemental Figure 
6E) overlaying CD200hiItga6hi cells (as 
in C) demonstrated that CD200hiItga6hi 
cells extended to a CD34– population, but 
CD34hiItga6hi cells were entirely CD200+. 
In F, only the CD200hiItga6hi population is 
shown, exhibiting overlap to the secondary 
hair germ. (G) Cell cycle analysis demon-
strated the lowest frequency of G0/G1 in 
CD200hiItga6hi cells in the secondary hair 
germ (CD34–; n = 3, P = 0.02). (H) Enriched 
gene lists from microarray expression 
analysis of human CD200hiITGA6hi, mouse 
bulge (CD200hiCD34+), and mouse second-
ary hair germ (CD200hiCD34–) cells dem-
onstrated that the human CD200hiITGA6hi 
population overlapped with both mouse 
populations, but more so with murine bulge 
than with murine secondary hair germ. 
Scale bars: 100 μm. Numbers within dot 
plots indicate percent cells in the respective 
gate or quadrant.
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expression patterns showed the most overlap (499 genes), it is like-
ly that this is explained by species homogeneity. All 3 populations 
shared 178 genes. Interestingly, of the populations uniquely shared 
between the human CD200hiITGA6hi cells and the mouse cell popu-
lations, more genes were shared with mouse bulge (151 genes) than 
with mouse secondary hair germ (39 genes). The greater overlap 
with the bulge compared with the secondary hair germ matches the 
cellular composition of the CD200hiITGA6hi populations in both 
mice and humans. Further analysis of these gene lists (Supplemen-
tal Figure 9) showed that shared human and mouse genes present 
in the bulge were enriched in biologic adhesion proteins, whereas 
transcripts of the secondary hair germ were enriched in genes regu-
lating death and apoptosis. These results are consistent with the 
concept that substrate attachment maintains the quiescent pheno-
type of the bulge cells and that the loss of these adhesions is associ-
ated with differentiation to secondary hair germ cells.

Mouse CD200hiItga6hi cells are multipotent and capable of regenerating 
hair follicles in a skin reconstitution assay. We performed functional 
analysis on the CD200hiItga6hi population using a reconstitu-
tion assay, which tests the ability of isolated cell populations to 
regenerate hair follicles. Isolated single cells from epithelium are 
combined with neonatal dermal cells and injected intradermally 
into an immunodeficient mouse host. After 4 weeks, the injected 
tissue is examined for the presence of newly formed hair follicles, 
epidermis, and sebaceous glands (9, 27).

We sorted CD200hiItga6hi or CD200–Itga6hi cells from ROSA26 
reporter mice. Grafting of CD200hiItga6hi keratinocytes together 
with neonatal dermis successfully reconstituted hair follicles (Fig-
ure 6, A, B, and E). CD200–Itga6hi keratinocytes produced few 
hair follicles, despite injection of equal numbers of cells (Figure 6, 
C–E). Contaminating neonatal epidermis from neonatal dermal 
preparations contributed to some hair follicle formation in both 
samples (Figure 6, A–D), but could be distinguished by its lack 
of β-galactosidase activity. Histologic sectioning of reconstituted 

hair-bearing cysts demonstrated contribution of CD200hiItga6hi 
cells to all hair follicle lineages, including outer root sheath, inner 
root sheath, and sebaceous gland (Supplemental Figure 7, A–C), 
indicative of the multipotency of these cells.

Discussion
To our knowledge, the status of the hair follicle stem cell com-
partment in AGA has not been previously addressed. We hypoth-
esized that the miniaturization of the hair follicle seen in AGA 
may result from loss of hair follicle stem cells. We showed that 
high levels of KRT15 expression correlated with a stem cell pheno-
type and found that KRT15hiITGA6hi stem cells were preserved in 
bald scalp, whereas distinct populations of CD200hiITGA6hi and 
CD34hi cells were markedly diminished. The diminished cell popu-
lations likely arise from the KRT15hiITGA6hi stem cells, since they 
were located within or adjacent to the stem cell population and 
possessed a more activated phenotype. Thus, our findings suggest 
that AGA results from diminished conversion of hair follicle stem 
cells to progenitor cells.

Preservation of hair follicle stem cells in AGA. The preservation of 
KRT15hiITGA6hi cells in AGA is consistent with the current clini-
cal concept that AGA is a nonscarring type of alopecia. Dermatolo-
gists classify alopecias into scarring and nonscarring categories. 
Some types of alopecia (e.g., lichen planopilaris, discoid lupus 
erythematosus, and graft-versus-host disease) are associated with 
destruction of hair follicle stem cells in the bulge and permanent 
hair loss. Ablation of the stem cell compartment leading to scar-
ring alopecia has been replicated experimentally in mice through 
transgene expression of a cytotoxic gene in the bulge (2). In revers-
ible types of alopecia (e.g., alopecia areata), inflammation targets 
hair follicle progenitor cells but spares hair follicle stem cells. In 
these disorders, regrowth occurs with suppression of inflamma-
tion and subsequent regeneration of the hair follicle from unin-
jured stem cells (5). Our finding that AGA, in the clinical category 

Figure 6
Mouse CD200hiItga6hi cells are multipo-
tent and capable of reconstituting a hair 
follicle. (A–D) Stereoscopic images of 
grossly dissected subcutaneous cysts 
from SCID mouse hosts after injection 
of sorted cells isolated from ROSA26 
mice that constitutively express β-galac-
tosidase, which allows for development 
of blue color. Hair follicle regenera-
tion from injected CD200hiItga6hi cells 
(A and B) appeared greater than that 
from CD200–Itga6hi cells (C and D). 
(E) Quantitation of the number of blue 
hairs originating from sorted cells dem-
onstrated a greater number of de novo 
hair follicles in CD200hiItga6hi compared 
with CD200–Itga6hi cells in 2 subsequent 
independent repeat experiments.
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of nonscarring alopecia, demonstrated preservation of hair follicle 
stem cells suggests potential reversibility of this condition.

Loss of progenitor cells in AGA. The loss of CD200hiITGA6hi cells 
and CD34hi cells in AGA provides insights into possible mecha-
nisms leading to follicular miniaturization, the hallmark of AGA. 
CD200hiITGA6hi cells localized to the bulge and secondary germ, 
which is present in the telogen follicle. Secondary germ cells 
arise from the bulge at the end of catagen and are immediately 
responsible for formation of the new lower hair follicle at ana-
gen onset (1). A decrease in this cell population, possibly due to 
a lack of replenishment from bulge cells, could potentially result 
in diminished numbers of bulb matrix cells in the new lower hair 
follicle. Decreased matrix cell numbers would result in diminutive 
hair shafts, since these cells are immediately responsible for hair 
shaft production. The decrease in secondary germ cell numbers 
in bald scalp is particularly striking, given that bald scalp possess-
es a greater percentage of telogen follicles and thus should have 
increased numbers of secondary germ cells compared with haired 
scalp, which has a higher anagen percentage (28).

The loss of CD34hi cells from bald scalp is consistent with both 
a loss of progenitor cells in miniaturized anagen follicles and a 
decrease in the percentage of anagen follicles in bald scalp. CD34+ 
epithelial cells are only evident in the outer root sheath of anagen 
follicles, where they slightly overlap with the bulge cells and contin-
ue downward (7). Whether the decrease in these cells is a primary or 
secondary event in AGA remains to be determined; however, their 
previously reported high proliferative potential in vitro raises the 
possibility that they are necessary for generation of large follicles.

Our results using KRT15, CD200, and CD34 to identify stem 
and progenitor cells in human scalp are supported by recent stud-
ies. Inoue et al. used similar markers to identify differences between 
progenitor and stem populations in scalp (14); their report con-
firmed the relationship between small cell size and clonogenicity 
in keratinocytes and also showed that the CD34+ keratinocytes are 
the most differentiated of the 3 marker populations.

A second recent report demonstrates that CD200+ hair follicle 
stem cells are preserved in chronologic aging of the scalp (29). We 
demonstrate here that a subset of these cells, the CD200hiITGA6hi 
population, was lost in AGA and was intermediate in the stem cell 
features of cell size and quiescence compared with the KRT15hi 
population and with all cells. Therefore, we speculate that the loss 
of CD200hiITGA6hi cells reflects the pathologic loss of a daughter 
population, owing to lack of activation of parent KRT15hi cells in 
AGA. Given the capacity of CD200hiItga6hi cells to generate multiple 
lineages of the hair follicle (Figure 6), the lack of these cells might 
contribute to the miniaturization of the hair follicle during AGA.

Our studies demonstrated heterogeneity of the human hair folli-
cle bulge stem cell area as well as the secondary germ area, findings 
that we believe to be novel. Although bulge cells as a whole were 
shown to generate all epithelial cell types in the lower anagen hair 
follicle of the mouse, prior evidence suggests that subpopulations 
of cells within the bulge are responsible for generating different 
segments of the follicle epithelium (11, 26, 30). Cells from the lower 
bulge formed the secondary germ, for example (1, 26). Our more 
detailed analysis of the secondary germ delineated further subdi-
visions within this structure based on proliferative properties. We 
showed that the human bulge also had subpopulations of cells with 
differing cell cycle properties that could be recognized by different 
markers. These insights provide tools for analyzing hair disorders 
and other skin conditions with respect to their stem and progenitor 

complement. Understanding the signals responsible for transition 
of stem cells to progenitor and more differentiated cells will be the 
next step in developing new treatments for skin disorders.

Methods

Tissue samples
This study used only normally discarded human scalp obtained anony-

mously and was approved by University of Pennsylvania’s IRB office as an 

exempt protocol. Normally discarded human scalp was obtained during hair 

transplantation. During the hair transplantation procedure, 2-mm-wide by 

several-centimeter-long specimens are taken from the donor occipital scalp 

and then dissected into various graft sizes (single hair grafts to multiple 

hair grafts). Some tissue is deemed unsatisfactory for transplantation, for 

example, because of inadvertent sectioning. These discarded donor samples 

from the occipital scalp were used as haired specimens. Likewise, 1.2-mm- 

and 1.7-mm-diameter cylindrical punches are performed to remove bald 

frontal scalp and create vacant recipient sites for donor scalp. This normally 

discarded tissue from the frontal scalp was used as the bald samples. Haired 

and bald samples were taken randomly and included both interfollicular 

epidermis as well as hair follicles. Tissue was all from white males ranging in 

age from 40 to 65 years. None of the subjects was using finasteride; 1 subject 

used minoxidil and was found to have a FACS profile similar to that of the 

others. Discarded tissue was obtained from a total of 54 males.

All animal protocols were approved by the University of Pennsylvania 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. ROSA26 and SCID mice 

were acquired and used as published previously (9).

Immunohistochemistry
Previously published protocols were followed (20). Briefly, paraformal-

dehyde-fixed, paraffin-embedded slides containing human scalp hair 

from excisions were deparaffinized and rehydrated. Microwave antigen 

retrieval was used with 10 mM citrate buffer (pH 6.8). Slides were treated 

with hydrogen peroxidase to block endogenous HRP activity. Slides were 

washed and treated with blocking reagent and then primary antibody 

(mouse anti-KRT15, Lab Vision clone LHKRT1; rat anti-mouse CD34, 

MEC 14.7; goat anti-human CD200, R&D Systems; goat anti-mouse 

CD200, R&D Systems; and mouse anti-human Ber-EP4, Dako). Secondary 

biotinylated anti-mouse antibody (Kirkegaard and Perry Laboratories Inc.) 

and biotinylated anti-goat/rat (Vector) were added following a wash. Slides 

were again washed, treated with streptavidin-HRP (Vectastain), developed 

using ABC kit, and counterstained with Methyl Green (Vectastain). For 

immunofluorescence, Streptavidin–Texas red or anti-rat FITC (Abcam) 

were used. Frozen sections were air-dried, washed with PBS, fixed with ace-

tone, washed with PBS, and incubated with the above antibodies, followed 

by staining as described above. Staining and preparation of β-galactosidase 

expressing tissues was performed as previously described (9).

Flow cytometry
Samples were treated with 5 U/ml Dispase (Sigma-Aldrich) overnight. The 

epidermis and dermis were separated, including removal of individual hair 

shafts, surrounding follicle, and surrounding interfollicular epidermis simul-

taneously. Isolated epidermis was then washed in PBS and treated with tryp-

sin for 15 minutes at 37°C in the presence of DNAse. The sample was vortexed 

and filtered through a 70-μm filter. Cells were spun at 200 g for 5 minutes and 

counted using a hemocytometer. For every stage of the above procedure, tis-

sue was saved for monitoring of successful purification by hematoxylin and 

eosin staining. We grossly and histologically verified tissue identity and suc-

cess of sample preparation (Supplemental Figure 8). Between 0.5 × 106 and  

1 × 106 cells were used for counting each sample, with attempts made to quan-
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tify the maximum possible during flow analysis. Unless otherwise indicated, 

all antibodies used were identical to those used for immunohistochemistry. 

Samples were stained with various combinations of antibodies to CD200 

(MRC OX-104) and ITGA6 (BD Biosciences — Pharmingen clone GoH3), 

fixed and permeabilized (Caltag labs), and stained with the above anti-human 

antibodies against actin (Sigma-Aldrich clone AC-15), KRT15, FST, Ki67 (BD 

Biosciences — Pharmingen clone B56), CD117 (BD Biosciences clone 104D2), 

CD45 (BD Biosciences clone 2D1), Ber-EP4, DAPI, and/or an isotype con-

trol (IgG2a, Sigma-Aldrich). Staining of mouse skin was done as previously 

described (9). For murine staining, we used anti-mouse CD200 (Serotec  

OX-90), CD117 (BD Biosciences clone 2B8), and CD45 (BD Biosciences clone 

30-F11). Mouse and human staining of CD200hiITGAhi cells was shown to be 

CD117–CD45–. Ki67 antibody required careful titration to limiting amounts 

of antibody. An alternative method to fixing and permeabilizing cells was 

incubation in 70% ethanol for at least 24 hours. Non-prelabeled antibod-

ies were labeled with chromophores preconjugated to Fab (Zenon Tricolor 

and AF680 IgG2a and Tricolor, AF488 and AF750-APC IgG1 kit). Analyses 

were performed on a dual-laser flow cytometer (BD FACSCalibur) or a 4-laser  

10-color LSR II (BD). All flow cytometry data were analyzed by uploading files 

into FlowJo 4.6 (TreeStar Inc.). Sorting was performed as previously described 

(9). Briefly, a FACSVantage machine running Diva software equipped with a 

100-μm nozzle and low-pressure settings (18–22 psi) was used for cell sorting, 

using antibodies and gates described in Results. For scalp samples from the 

same individual, we used identical gating and antibody staining conditions. 

Note that with the software used for FACS analysis, it was not possible to gate 

exactly on 5.00%. Thus, manual gating resulted in small variations around  

5% in haired scalp.

For cell cycle analysis, adult scalp keratinocytes from 5 samples from 3 indi-

viduals were stained with the DNA dye DAPI to separate diploid (G0 and G1) 

from tetraploid (M and G2) cells. Intermediate DNA content was interpreted 

as S phase. To separate G0 from G1, cells were stained with Ki67; cells with 

undetectable levels of Ki67 were operationally defined as being in G0 (31).

Quantitative real-time PCR
Manufacturers’ recommended protocols were followed at all steps. Human 

tissue samples from haired and bald scalp were placed in RNAlater (Qia-

gen) buffer, stored at –20°C, and then homogenized using an Omni  

TH-01 polytron. Sorted mouse cell or homogenized tissue RNA was 

extracted from samples using RNeasy (Qiagen) and measured using spec-

trophotometry, and equal amounts were subjected for cDNA conversion 

using High Capacity kit (Applied Biosystems). Equal amounts of cDNA 

were mixed with Taqman Fast Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosys-

tems) and appropriate probe sets. qPCR reactions were run in a StepOne 

Plus system and analyzed using StepOne Software (Applied Biosystems). 

Probes used were 00267035 (KRT15), 00437762 (β-Actin), and 00173664 

(LGR5) from Applied Biosystems.

Expression arrays
Target preparation and hybridization. Microarray results were based on cells 

harvested from 3 independent cell sorting dates. For human arrays, cells 

from the haired scalp of 1 individual were used on each date. For mouse 

arrays, 3–5 adult mice age 50–60 postnatal days were pooled for each 

date. RNA was extracted using RNAeasy (Qiagen) kit. All protocols were 

conducted by the Penn Microarray Core as described in the Affymetrix 

GeneChip Expression Analysis Technical Manual. Briefly, 5 μg total RNA 

was converted to first-strand cDNA using Superscript II reverse transcrip-

tase primed by a poly(T) oligomer that incorporated the T7 promoter. 

Second-strand cDNA synthesis was followed by in vitro transcription for 

linear amplification of each transcript and incorporation of biotinylated 

CTP and UTP. The complementary RNA products were fragmented to 200 

nucleotides or less, heated at 99°C for 5 minutes, and hybridized for 16 

hours at 45°C to U133A Affymetrix microarray for human and 430 v2 for 

mouse. The microarrays were then washed at low (6X SSPE) and high (100 

mM MES, 0.1M NaCl) stringency and stained with streptavidin-phycoery-

thrin. Fluorescence was amplified by adding biotinylated anti-streptavidin 

and an additional aliquot of streptavidin-phycoerythrin stain. A confocal 

scanner was used to collect fluorescence signal at 3-μm resolution after 

excitation at 570 nm. The average signal from 2 sequential scans was cal-

culated for each microarray feature.

Initial data analysis. Affymetrix GeneChip Operating System (GCOS ver-

sion 1.4, Affymetrix Inc.) was used to quantitate expression signal levels for 

the arrays; default values provided by Affymetrix were applied to all analy-

sis parameters. Border pixels were removed, and the average intensity of 

pixels within the 75th percentile was computed for each probe. These val-

ues were exported as .cel files. The average of the lowest 2% of probe inten-

sities occurring in each of 16 microarray sectors was set as background 

and subtracted from all features in that sector. Probe pairs were scored 

positive or negative for detection of the targeted sequence by comparing 

signals from the perfect match and mismatch probe features. The number 

of probe pairs meeting the default discrimination threshold (τ = 0.015) was 

used to assign a call of absent, present, or marginal for each assayed gene, 

and a P value was calculated to reflect confidence in the detection call. The 

flag values were additionally exported as .chp files.

Affymetrix probe intensities were imported into GeneSpring (version 7.2, 

Agilent Technologies), where probeset signal values were calculated using 

the GC-RMA algorithm. Upon import of the Affymetrix flag values, the 

probesets were filtered to retain only those that were flagged as present in 

at least 2 of the repeat samples. This list was used for condition-based prin-

ciple components analysis to assess global trends in sample similarity. This 

analysis demonstrated groupings based on sample identity and prompted 

the use of mixed-model 2-way ANOVA as a means of finding differentially 

regulated genes between the sites of interest.

GC-RMA signal data were imported into Partek Genomics Solution (ver-

sion 6.2, Partek Inc.), where the data were log2 transformed. Probesets not 

shared between mouse and human chips were removed. Genes less than  

P < 0.05 for the identity of sample term of the ANOVA, and with less than  

2-fold change between positive and negative populations, were also exclud-

ed. The resulting enriched gene lists for bulge, secondary hair germ, and 

CD200hiITGA6hi cells were then examined for intersection using Partek. 

Primary data are available at the Gene Expression Omnibus database 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/; GEO accession no. GSE21569).

Hair reconstitution
Hair reconstitution was performed as previously described (9). Briefly, epi-

dermis from 7-week-old ROSA26 mice (Jackson Labs) was sorted to yield 

the identified population. Dermal preparations from 2-day-old neonate 

wild-type mice as previously described (27) were frozen in advance. Frozen 

dermal cells (6 × 106) were thawed, combined with the listed number of 

epidermal cells in 60 μl PBS, and injected intradermally onto the backs of 

SCID mice. After 4 weeks, grafts were harvested and processed for β-galac-

tosidase activity, paraffin embedded, and sectioned.

Statistics
For all P value calculations, paired Student’s t test with a 1-tailed distribu-

tion was used, and P values less than 0.05 were considered significant. All 

averages listed are mean ± SEM.
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